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Download Space

The function to download space is offered. As a result, it is possible to 
download  subordinate's space contents together. Only contents with the 
authority are downloaded. 

Upload Folders

When Google Chrome is used, it comes to be able to upload each folder to 
ECM. It is possible to upload it by drag and drop. 

New Features

1-Click PDF Conversion

It comes to be able to convert Office file (Word, Excel, PowerPoint), the 
image, and the text file kept in ECM into PDF file. 

Mail Notification

The setting of the mail notification becomes possible. As a result, when 
contents are added to space, the notification is executed. 
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Switch Contents List Display

Switching whether display in each space by a usual list display or gallery 
display becomes possible. 

Initial Display Space Specification

When the user displays the contents list after log in, it becomes possible to 
specify the space displayed first. As a result, user's convenience is raised. 

Custom Item URL Link

When URL is set by the custom item, the link display is done on the contents 
list and CSO Related List. It becomes possible to open by clicking from the list 
as it is. 

Group Specification Export

The export that specifies the group becomes possible though only the export 
that brings all groups together was possible by the group export function. 
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Thumbnail of Movie File

The thumbnail of the movie file comes to be displayed though only the image 
displayed the thumbnail on contents list. 

Life Cycle Immediate Processing

It becomes possible to specify 0 day by Life Cycle. As a result, it comes to be 
able to archive contents immediately. 

Equipmedia Movie Deletion Linkage

When the movie file for J-Stream Equipmedia(EQ) is deleted on ECM, it 
comes to be able to delete the movie file managed on J-Stream side. 

Others

File Encryption

It comes to encrypt the file up-loaded to ECM. The encryption key is 
prepared for each customer and the file is encrypted. Security is improved. 


